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Genesis 12



The Cosmic Myth – A Chiasmus

The hero is required to leave the safety of home

The hero is given a seemingly impossible task

The hero succeeds against huge odds

The hero is victorious, peace is restored

The hero returns home triumphant, knowing that evil is put down and order 
is restored



ANE Motifs regarding Gods and Kings

Leaving safety - Adam/Eve, Noah, Nephi, Moses, Jesus Christ

Tasks – dress & keep it (Adam/Eve – Gen 2.15), boat building (Noah & Nephi), law writing, gathering 
(Moses), Atonement – Jesus Christ

Ritual Combat – Adam/Eve v. “Serpent”, Noah, Nephi, Moses v. Combat w/ “The Sea” – Jesus v. 
“The Serpent”… 

Sacrifice – All heroes do this as part of their story

Victory – The Fall was a “victory” in LDS teaching, Noah is victorious against the “Sea”

Enthronement – Adam & Noah are “kings” in a sense, Nephi is enthroned, Jesus = King

Temple Building on the Mount – Noah (Gen. 8.20-9.17), Nephi (2 Nephi 5.16), Moses (Ex. 
19-31)

Order is Established – Noah renews peace, Nephi separates from chaos, Jesus establishes 
cosmic order & renewal



The Wife/Sister Motif

The book of Genesis contains a trilogy of incidents in which the 
wife/sister motif was used by either Abraham or Isaac. The first account 
describes Abraham’s journey into Egypt after a famine enveloped the 
land of Canaan (see Genesis 12:10–13:4). Similar situations arose later 
when both Abraham and Isaac dwelt in the city of Gerar (see Genesis 
20:1–2; 26:7–8).



The Wife/Sister Motif

Although in each instance the patriarch identified his wife as his sister 
to avert a potentially dangerous situation, these accounts have puzzled 
many readers and scholars because of the apparent deception 
involved. Why did the patriarchs resort to such action? That is a 
difficult theological issue. In attempting to justify the patriarchs’ 
actions, writers have proposed a number of different explanations that 
offer some significant insights into the three episodes…



The Wife/Sister Motif

We can gain a still greater understanding, especially of the episode of 
Abraham’s sojourn in Egypt, if we take into account the insights 
provided by the book of Abraham and the Genesis Apocryphon
(1QapGen), one of the scrolls from the Dead Sea corpus. By doing so, 
we see the hand of God in Abraham’s request of Sarah, for Abraham’s 
actions initiated a confrontation between himself and Pharaoh. 



The Wife/Sister Motif

Because of Abraham’s obedience, God was able to introduce Himself to 
the Egyptian Pharaoh in power and glory. Even though it was only the 
first of a series of such encounters, it is clear that the God of Abraham 
was announcing His jurisdiction over all the families of the earth and 
not just over Abraham and his descendants. That concept is 
fundamental to our understanding of all of Jehovah’s subsequent 
dealings with humankind throughout the Old Testament. 
Strathearn, Gaye, “The Wife/Sister Experience: Pharaoh’s Introduction to Jehovah” in Sperry Symposium Classics: The Old Testament, ed. Paul 
Y. Hoskisson (Provo and Salt Lake City: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, and Deseret Book 2005), 100–116.



The Dead Sea Genesis Apocryphon

A New Text and Translation with Introduction and Special 
Treatment of Columns 13-17 by Daniel A. Machiela, Brill, 
2009.





Lessons learned from 
Sarai

Gen. 12.10-20 (J)

Gen. 20.1-18 (E)

Gen. 26.6-14 (J)


